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derived from the renowned multi volume international encyclopaedia of laws this very
useful analysis of constitutional law in romania provides essential information on the
country s sources of constitutional law its form of government and its administrative
structure lawyers who handle transnational matters will appreciate the clarifications
of particular terminology and its application throughout the book the treatment
emphasizes the specific points at which constitutional law affects the interpretation
of legal rules and procedure thorough coverage by a local expert fully describes the
political system the historical background the role of treaties legislation
jurisprudence and administrative regulations the discussion of the form and structure
of government outlines its legal status the jurisdiction and workings of the central
state organs the subdivisions of the state its decentralized authorities and concepts
of citizenship special issues include the legal position of aliens foreign relations
taxing and spending powers emergency laws the power of the military and the
constitutional relationship between church and state details are presented in such a
way that readers who are unfamiliar with specific terms and concepts in varying
contexts will fully grasp their meaning and significance its succinct yet scholarly
nature as well as the practical quality of the information it provides make this book a
valuable time saving tool for both practising and academic jurists lawyers representing
parties with interests in romania will welcome this guide and academics and researchers
will appreciate its value in the study of comparative constitutional law derived from
the renowned multi volume international encyclopaedia of laws this very useful analysis
of constitutional law in romania provides essential information on the country s
sources of constitutional law its form of government and its administrative structure
lawyers who handle transnational matters will appreciate the clarifications of
particular terminology and its application throughout the book the treatment emphasizes
the specific points at which constitutional law affects the interpretation of legal
rules and procedure thorough coverage by a local expert fully describes the political
system the historical background the role of treaties legislation jurisprudence and
administrative regulations the discussion of the form and structure of government
outlines its legal status the jurisdiction and workings of the central state organs the
subdivisions of the state its decentralized authorities and concepts of citizenship
special issues include the legal position of aliens foreign relations taxing and
spending powers emergency laws the power of the military and the constitutional
relationship between church and state details are presented in such a way that readers
who are unfamiliar with specific terms and concepts in varying contexts will fully
grasp their meaning and significance its succinct yet scholarly nature as well as the
practical quality of the information it provides make this book a valuable time saving
tool for both practising and academic jurists lawyers representing parties with
interests in romania will welcome this guide and academics and researchers will
appreciate its value in the study of comparative constitutional law derived from the
renowned multi volume international encyclopaedia of laws this monograph provides a
survey and analysis of the rules concerning intellectual property rights in romania it
covers every type of intellectual property right in depth copyright and neighbouring
rights patents utility models trademarks trade names industrial designs plant variety
protection chip protection trade secrets and confidential information particular
attention is paid throughout to recent developments and trends the analysis approaches
each right in terms of its sources in law and in legislation and proceeds to such legal
issues as subject matter of protection conditions of protection ownership transfer of
rights licences scope of exclusive rights limitations exemptions duration of protection
infringement available remedies and overlapping with other intellectual property rights
the book provides a clear overview of intellectual property legislation and policy and
at the same time offers practical guidance on which sound preliminary decisions may be
based lawyers representing parties with interests in romania will welcome this very
useful guide and academics and researchers will appreciate its value in the study of
comparative intellectual property law derived from the renowned multi volume
international encyclopaedia of laws this book provides ready access to how the legal
dimension of prevention against harm and loss allocation is treated in the romania this
traditional branch of law not only tackles questions which concern every lawyer
whatever his legal expertise but also concerns each person s most fundamental rights on
a worldwide scale following a general introduction that probes the distinction between
tort and crime and the relationship between tort and contract the monograph describes
how the concepts of fault and unlawfulness and of duty of care and negligence are dealt
with in both the legislature and the courts the book then proceeds to cover specific
cases of liability such as professional liability liability of public bodies abuse of
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rights injury to reputation and privacy vicarious liability liability of parents and
teachers liability for handicapped persons product liability environmental liability
and liability connected with road and traffic accidents principles of causation grounds
of justification limitations on recovery assessment of damages and compensation and the
role of private insurance and social security are all closely considered its succinct
yet scholarly nature as well as the practical quality of the information it provides
make this book a valuable resource for lawyers the romania academics and researchers
will also welcome this very useful guide and will appreciate its value not only as a
contribution to comparative law but also as a stimulus to harmonization of the rules on
tort derived from the renowned multi volume international encyclopaedia of laws this
book provides valuable practical insight into both public supervisory legislation
concerning insurance and private insurance contract law in romania an informat derived
from the renowned multi volume international encyclopaedia of laws this book provides a
systematic approach to legislation and legal practice concerning energy resources and
production in romania the book describes the administrative organization regulatory
framework and relevant case law pertaining to the development application and use of
such forms of energy as electricity gas petroleum and coal with attention as needed to
the pervasive legal effects of competition law environmental law and tax law a general
introduction covers the geography of energy resources sources and basic principles of
energy law and the relevant governmental institutions then follows a detailed
description of specific legislation and regulation affecting such factors as
documentation undertakings facilities storage pricing procurement and sales
transportation transmission distribution and supply of each form of energy case law
intergovernmental cooperation agreements and interactions with environmental tax and
competition law are explained its succinct yet scholarly nature as well as the
practical quality of the information it provides make this book a valuable resource for
energy sector policymakers and energy firm counsel handling cases affecting romania it
will also be welcomed by researchers and academics for its contribution to the study of
a complex field that today stands at the foreground of comparative law derived from the
renowned multi volume international encyclopaedia of laws this monograph provides a
survey and analysis of the rules concerning intellectual property rights in romania it
covers every type of intellectual property right in this edited volume examines two
recent central european recodifications of civil law the contributors present and
discuss the regulation and the fundamental changes related to the new civil codes in
each country they also highlight the novelties and some of the issues of great debate
of the new regulation the papers investigate specific parts of the two civil codes
coverage reviews default rules of legal persons and companies key issues of the new
regulations of property law and the topic of intellectual property the contributors
also consider the law of obligation unforeseeable changes in circumstances in contracts
family law and law of succession and more hungary and romania connect to each other by
their special historical and cultural background which serves as a solid basis of great
cooperation this volume shows how the two countries view civil law it offers readers
straightforward and practice oriented knowledge on the subject the legal system of
romania presents the main features of the history of its legal system its sources of
law its constitutional framework its legal actors its criminal law its law of persons
family law property law law of contract law on delictual liability quasi contracts
business entities and labor employment law derived from the renowned multi volume
international encyclopaedia of laws this practical analysis of the law covering
merchants status and obligations including the laws governing state intervention in
economic activities in romania provides quick and easy guidance on such commercial and
economic matters as business assets negotiable instruments commercial securities and
regulation of the conditions of commercial transactions lawyers who handle
transnational business will appreciate the explanation of local variations in
terminology and the distinctive concepts that determine practice and procedure this
book was originally published as a monograph in the international encyclopaedia of laws
energy law derived from the renowned multi volume international encyclopaedia of laws
this practical analysis of the law of business formations in romania provides quick and
easy guidance on a variety of corporate and partnership considerations such as mergers
rights and duties of interested parties stock exchange rules labour laws and takeovers
lawyers who handle transnational business will appreciate the explanation of local
variations in terminology and the distinctive concepts that determine practice and
procedure a general introduction covering historical background definitions sources of
law and the effect of international private law is followed by a discussion of such
aspects as types of formation capital shares management control liquidation mergers
takeovers holding companies subsidiaries and taxation big companies various types of
smaller entities and partnerships are all covered in turn these details are presented
in such a way that readers who are unfamiliar with specific terms and concepts in
varying contexts will fully grasp their meaning and significance thorough yet practical
this convenient volume puts the information necessary for corporations to compete
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effectively at the userand s fingertips an important and practical tool for business
executives and their legal counsel interested in engaging in an international
partnership or embarking on corporate expansion this book will prove a valuable time
saving tool for business and legal professionals alike lawyers representing parties
with interests in romania will welcome this very useful guide and academics and
researchers will appreciate its value in the study of comparative business law the
writing of this monograph coincided with the introduction of the new civil code and the
new code of civil procedure which meant the modernization and unification of private
law in romania but also serious and numerous changes in the field of commercial law the
monograph familiarizes the reader with the peculiarities of the country with the above
mentioned changes but also with important topics such as bankruptcy capital market
intellectual property competition rules or consumer protection also taking into
consideration that there are no available translations of the normative acts and the
doctrine is rather scarce in english language the monograph is a useful tool to those
interested in researching romanian commercial and economic law but hindered by the
language barrier and the lack of sources 4 1 the penal code this book was originally
published as a monograph in the international encyclopaedia of laws competition law
arbitration in romania a practitioner s guide provides international users with
information on romanian arbitration law and practice two very practical considerations
have generated such need on the one hand there is a sizeable part of the international
arbitration community confronted with arbitration cases connected to romania for
example as far as investment arbitration is concerned romania has so far faced twelve
cases each of them raising very interesting legal issues on the other hand there is a
certain discrepancy between the current international perception on the status of
arbitration in romania and the actual situation which relegates the country to a rather
obscure position this book aims to widen international practitioners knowledge on
romanian arbitration law and practice thereby providing an opportunity to gain insights
into key concepts such as investment and arbitral proceedings arbitral institutions
recognition and enforcement arbitral awards mediation disputes choice of law etc the
detailed presentation of the current legal framework by the romanian practitioners
offers perspectives on aspects of arbitration in romania and also provides important
information on the development and current status of arbitration in romania this book
aims to provide an overview of the administrative law in romania emphasizing its
particularities in comparative law and the changes that have occurred as a result of
integration into the european union administrative law is the branch of law that
includes the legal norms that regulate the social relations regarding the organization
activity control and responsibility of the public administration based on and in the
application of the law the book analyzes the organization and functioning of the
institutions that make up the public administration in romania the means of action the
administrative act the administrative contract the administrative operations the
material means the goods in the public domain and the personnel public function at its
disposal this volume is aimed at practitioners researchers students and phd candidates
in juridical and administrative sciences who are interested in recent developments and
prospects for development in the field of administrative law and public administration
at international and national level romania business law handbook volume 1 strategic
information and basic laws regulations affecting business business climate and contacts
updated annually the first comprehensive study in english on internal public law in
romania this book is a volume in the penn press anniversary collection to mark its
125th anniversary in 2015 the university of pennsylvania press rereleased more than 1
100 titles from penn press s distinguished backlist from 1899 1999 that had fallen out
of print spanning an entire century the anniversary collection offers peer reviewed
scholarship in a wide range of subject areas in december 1989 romania became the last
eastern european communist country to break with its communist dictatorship the most
powerful in the region at the time it has struggled ever since to overcome the
transition to democracy and to become a full time member of the western democratic
community of states this book provides a contextual analysis of the romanian
constitutional system with references to the country s troubled constitutional history
and to the way in which legal transplantation has been used the constitution s grey
areas as well as the gap between the written constitution and the living one will also
be explained through the prism of recent events that cast a negative shadow upon the
democratic nature of the romanian constitutional system the first chapters present a
brief historical overview and an introduction to romanian constitutional culture as
well as to the principles and general features of the 1991 constitution the chapters
which follow explain the functioning of the institutions and their interrelations
parliament the president the government and the courts the constitutional court has a
special place in the book as do local government and the protection of fundamental
rights the last chapter refers to the mechanisms and challenges of constitutional
change and development derived from kluwer s multi volume corporate acquisitions and
mergers the largest and most detailed database of m a know how available anywhere in
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the world this work by a highly experienced team of lawyers from the leading
international law firms kinstellar sparl and soter partners provides a concise
practical analysis of current law and practice relating to mergers and acquisitions of
public and private companies in romania the book offers a clear explanation of each
step in the acquisition process from the perspectives of both the purchaser and the
seller key areas covered include structuring the transaction due diligence contractual
protection consideration and the impact of applicable company competition tax
intellectual property environmental and data protection law on the acquisition process
corporate acquisitions and mergers is an invaluable guide for both legal practitioners
and business executives seeking a comprehensive yet practical analysis of mergers and
acquisitions in romania equivalent analyses of m a law and practice in some 50 other
jurisdictions all contributed by leading law firms are accessible on line at
kluwerlawonline com under corporate acquisitions and mergers this book aims to offer an
overview of the romanian industrial relations law emphasizing its particularities
within the other european systems and the effects of the recent integration in european
union it is the first publication to offer a thorough discussion of romanian industrial
relations law this study traces the romanian communist regime s attempts to extinguish
private property in housing the author analyzes the homeowners resistance through law
the subsequent remaking of private property and the hybrid legal culture of property in
early communist romania anitta m hipper examines to what extent and under what
conditions the eu s transformative power met with resistance in romania the book
touches upon a raw nerve for most post communist societies justice and anti corruption
reform through the use of a context sensitive approach it assesses how domestic factors
influenced the implementation of eu conditionality towards romania from 1990 to 2012
empirical investigations reveal a struggle between various interested parties in
complying with eu conditionality as a result a complex layer of non compliance emerged
and it became a herculean task to ensure the sustainability of reform by reformist
forces within romania and the eu derived from kluwer s multi volume corporate
acquisitions and mergers the largest and most detailed database of m a know how
available anywhere in the world this work by highly experienced partners in the leading
international law firm kinstellar sparl soter partners provides a concise practical
analysis of current law and practice relating to mergers and acquisitions of public and
private companies in romania the book offers a clear explanation of each step in the
acquisition process from the perspectives of both the purchaser and the seller key
areas covered include structuring the transaction due diligence contractual protection
consideration and the impact of applicable company competition tax intellectual
property environmental and data protection law on the acquisition process corporate
acquisitions and mergers is an invaluable guide for both legal practitioners and
business executives seeking a comprehensive yet practical analysis of mergers and
acquisitions in romania equivalent analyses of m a law and practice in some 50 other
jurisdictions all contributed by leading law firms are accessible on line at
kluwerlawonline com under corporate acquisitions and mergers a general introduction
covering historical background definitions sources of law and theeffect of
international private law is followed by a discussion of such aspects as types
offormation capital shares management control liquidation mergers takeovers
holdingcompanies subsidiaries and taxation big companies various types of smaller
entities and partnerships are all covered in turn these details are presented in such a
way thatreaders who are unfamiliar with specific terms and concepts in varying contexts
will fullygrasp their meaning and significance guide for romanian and german labour law
basics of the employment relationship for employers employees and other people
interested in the matter
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Constitutional Law in Romania 2017-09-20
derived from the renowned multi volume international encyclopaedia of laws this very
useful analysis of constitutional law in romania provides essential information on the
country s sources of constitutional law its form of government and its administrative
structure lawyers who handle transnational matters will appreciate the clarifications
of particular terminology and its application throughout the book the treatment
emphasizes the specific points at which constitutional law affects the interpretation
of legal rules and procedure thorough coverage by a local expert fully describes the
political system the historical background the role of treaties legislation
jurisprudence and administrative regulations the discussion of the form and structure
of government outlines its legal status the jurisdiction and workings of the central
state organs the subdivisions of the state its decentralized authorities and concepts
of citizenship special issues include the legal position of aliens foreign relations
taxing and spending powers emergency laws the power of the military and the
constitutional relationship between church and state details are presented in such a
way that readers who are unfamiliar with specific terms and concepts in varying
contexts will fully grasp their meaning and significance its succinct yet scholarly
nature as well as the practical quality of the information it provides make this book a
valuable time saving tool for both practising and academic jurists lawyers representing
parties with interests in romania will welcome this guide and academics and researchers
will appreciate its value in the study of comparative constitutional law

Constitutional Law in Romania 2023-07-20
derived from the renowned multi volume international encyclopaedia of laws this very
useful analysis of constitutional law in romania provides essential information on the
country s sources of constitutional law its form of government and its administrative
structure lawyers who handle transnational matters will appreciate the clarifications
of particular terminology and its application throughout the book the treatment
emphasizes the specific points at which constitutional law affects the interpretation
of legal rules and procedure thorough coverage by a local expert fully describes the
political system the historical background the role of treaties legislation
jurisprudence and administrative regulations the discussion of the form and structure
of government outlines its legal status the jurisdiction and workings of the central
state organs the subdivisions of the state its decentralized authorities and concepts
of citizenship special issues include the legal position of aliens foreign relations
taxing and spending powers emergency laws the power of the military and the
constitutional relationship between church and state details are presented in such a
way that readers who are unfamiliar with specific terms and concepts in varying
contexts will fully grasp their meaning and significance its succinct yet scholarly
nature as well as the practical quality of the information it provides make this book a
valuable time saving tool for both practising and academic jurists lawyers representing
parties with interests in romania will welcome this guide and academics and researchers
will appreciate its value in the study of comparative constitutional law

Intellectual Property Law in Romania 2022-09-20
derived from the renowned multi volume international encyclopaedia of laws this
monograph provides a survey and analysis of the rules concerning intellectual property
rights in romania it covers every type of intellectual property right in depth
copyright and neighbouring rights patents utility models trademarks trade names
industrial designs plant variety protection chip protection trade secrets and
confidential information particular attention is paid throughout to recent developments
and trends the analysis approaches each right in terms of its sources in law and in
legislation and proceeds to such legal issues as subject matter of protection
conditions of protection ownership transfer of rights licences scope of exclusive
rights limitations exemptions duration of protection infringement available remedies
and overlapping with other intellectual property rights the book provides a clear
overview of intellectual property legislation and policy and at the same time offers
practical guidance on which sound preliminary decisions may be based lawyers
representing parties with interests in romania will welcome this very useful guide and
academics and researchers will appreciate its value in the study of comparative
intellectual property law
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Tort Law in Romania 2022-06-20
derived from the renowned multi volume international encyclopaedia of laws this book
provides ready access to how the legal dimension of prevention against harm and loss
allocation is treated in the romania this traditional branch of law not only tackles
questions which concern every lawyer whatever his legal expertise but also concerns
each person s most fundamental rights on a worldwide scale following a general
introduction that probes the distinction between tort and crime and the relationship
between tort and contract the monograph describes how the concepts of fault and
unlawfulness and of duty of care and negligence are dealt with in both the legislature
and the courts the book then proceeds to cover specific cases of liability such as
professional liability liability of public bodies abuse of rights injury to reputation
and privacy vicarious liability liability of parents and teachers liability for
handicapped persons product liability environmental liability and liability connected
with road and traffic accidents principles of causation grounds of justification
limitations on recovery assessment of damages and compensation and the role of private
insurance and social security are all closely considered its succinct yet scholarly
nature as well as the practical quality of the information it provides make this book a
valuable resource for lawyers the romania academics and researchers will also welcome
this very useful guide and will appreciate its value not only as a contribution to
comparative law but also as a stimulus to harmonization of the rules on tort

Legal Sources and Bibliography of Romania 1964
derived from the renowned multi volume international encyclopaedia of laws this book
provides valuable practical insight into both public supervisory legislation concerning
insurance and private insurance contract law in romania an informat

Insurance Law in Romania 2012
derived from the renowned multi volume international encyclopaedia of laws this book
provides a systematic approach to legislation and legal practice concerning energy
resources and production in romania the book describes the administrative organization
regulatory framework and relevant case law pertaining to the development application
and use of such forms of energy as electricity gas petroleum and coal with attention as
needed to the pervasive legal effects of competition law environmental law and tax law
a general introduction covers the geography of energy resources sources and basic
principles of energy law and the relevant governmental institutions then follows a
detailed description of specific legislation and regulation affecting such factors as
documentation undertakings facilities storage pricing procurement and sales
transportation transmission distribution and supply of each form of energy case law
intergovernmental cooperation agreements and interactions with environmental tax and
competition law are explained its succinct yet scholarly nature as well as the
practical quality of the information it provides make this book a valuable resource for
energy sector policymakers and energy firm counsel handling cases affecting romania it
will also be welcomed by researchers and academics for its contribution to the study of
a complex field that today stands at the foreground of comparative law

Energy Law in Romania 2018-08-03
derived from the renowned multi volume international encyclopaedia of laws this
monograph provides a survey and analysis of the rules concerning intellectual property
rights in romania it covers every type of intellectual property right in

Intellectual Property Law in Romania 2012
this edited volume examines two recent central european recodifications of civil law
the contributors present and discuss the regulation and the fundamental changes related
to the new civil codes in each country they also highlight the novelties and some of
the issues of great debate of the new regulation the papers investigate specific parts
of the two civil codes coverage reviews default rules of legal persons and companies
key issues of the new regulations of property law and the topic of intellectual
property the contributors also consider the law of obligation unforeseeable changes in
circumstances in contracts family law and law of succession and more hungary and
romania connect to each other by their special historical and cultural background which
serves as a solid basis of great cooperation this volume shows how the two countries
view civil law it offers readers straightforward and practice oriented knowledge on the
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New Civil Codes in Hungary and Romania 2017-08-12
the legal system of romania presents the main features of the history of its legal
system its sources of law its constitutional framework its legal actors its criminal
law its law of persons family law property law law of contract law on delictual
liability quasi contracts business entities and labor employment law

Romania Business Law Handbook Volume 1 Strategic
Information and Basic Laws 1993
derived from the renowned multi volume international encyclopaedia of laws this
practical analysis of the law covering merchants status and obligations including the
laws governing state intervention in economic activities in romania provides quick and
easy guidance on such commercial and economic matters as business assets negotiable
instruments commercial securities and regulation of the conditions of commercial
transactions lawyers who handle transnational business will appreciate the explanation
of local variations in terminology and the distinctive concepts that determine practice
and procedure

Romania towards the State governed by the rule of law 1975
this book was originally published as a monograph in the international encyclopaedia of
laws energy law

Constitution of the Socialist Republic of Romania 2020
derived from the renowned multi volume international encyclopaedia of laws this
practical analysis of the law of business formations in romania provides quick and easy
guidance on a variety of corporate and partnership considerations such as mergers
rights and duties of interested parties stock exchange rules labour laws and takeovers
lawyers who handle transnational business will appreciate the explanation of local
variations in terminology and the distinctive concepts that determine practice and
procedure a general introduction covering historical background definitions sources of
law and the effect of international private law is followed by a discussion of such
aspects as types of formation capital shares management control liquidation mergers
takeovers holding companies subsidiaries and taxation big companies various types of
smaller entities and partnerships are all covered in turn these details are presented
in such a way that readers who are unfamiliar with specific terms and concepts in
varying contexts will fully grasp their meaning and significance thorough yet practical
this convenient volume puts the information necessary for corporations to compete
effectively at the userand s fingertips an important and practical tool for business
executives and their legal counsel interested in engaging in an international
partnership or embarking on corporate expansion this book will prove a valuable time
saving tool for business and legal professionals alike lawyers representing parties
with interests in romania will welcome this very useful guide and academics and
researchers will appreciate its value in the study of comparative business law

The Legal System of Romania 2013
the writing of this monograph coincided with the introduction of the new civil code and
the new code of civil procedure which meant the modernization and unification of
private law in romania but also serious and numerous changes in the field of commercial
law the monograph familiarizes the reader with the peculiarities of the country with
the above mentioned changes but also with important topics such as bankruptcy capital
market intellectual property competition rules or consumer protection also taking into
consideration that there are no available translations of the normative acts and the
doctrine is rather scarce in english language the monograph is a useful tool to those
interested in researching romanian commercial and economic law but hindered by the
language barrier and the lack of sources

Commercial and Economic Law in Romania 2015
4 1 the penal code
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Energy Law in Romania 2014
this book was originally published as a monograph in the international encyclopaedia of
laws competition law

Corporations and Partnerships in Romania 2017
arbitration in romania a practitioner s guide provides international users with
information on romanian arbitration law and practice two very practical considerations
have generated such need on the one hand there is a sizeable part of the international
arbitration community confronted with arbitration cases connected to romania for
example as far as investment arbitration is concerned romania has so far faced twelve
cases each of them raising very interesting legal issues on the other hand there is a
certain discrepancy between the current international perception on the status of
arbitration in romania and the actual situation which relegates the country to a rather
obscure position this book aims to widen international practitioners knowledge on
romanian arbitration law and practice thereby providing an opportunity to gain insights
into key concepts such as investment and arbitral proceedings arbitral institutions
recognition and enforcement arbitral awards mediation disputes choice of law etc the
detailed presentation of the current legal framework by the romanian practitioners
offers perspectives on aspects of arbitration in romania and also provides important
information on the development and current status of arbitration in romania

Commercial and Economic Law of Romania 2001
this book aims to provide an overview of the administrative law in romania emphasizing
its particularities in comparative law and the changes that have occurred as a result
of integration into the european union administrative law is the branch of law that
includes the legal norms that regulate the social relations regarding the organization
activity control and responsibility of the public administration based on and in the
application of the law the book analyzes the organization and functioning of the
institutions that make up the public administration in romania the means of action the
administrative act the administrative contract the administrative operations the
material means the goods in the public domain and the personnel public function at its
disposal this volume is aimed at practitioners researchers students and phd candidates
in juridical and administrative sciences who are interested in recent developments and
prospects for development in the field of administrative law and public administration
at international and national level

Romania Company Laws and Regulations Handbook Volume 1
Strategic Information and Basic Laws 1997
romania business law handbook volume 1 strategic information and basic laws

Environmental Policy and Law in Romania 2015
regulations affecting business business climate and contacts updated annually

Romania 2016-02-22
the first comprehensive study in english on internal public law in romania

Competition Law in Romania 2019-12-23
this book is a volume in the penn press anniversary collection to mark its 125th
anniversary in 2015 the university of pennsylvania press rereleased more than 1 100
titles from penn press s distinguished backlist from 1899 1999 that had fallen out of
print spanning an entire century the anniversary collection offers peer reviewed
scholarship in a wide range of subject areas

Arbitration in Romania 2015-06
in december 1989 romania became the last eastern european communist country to break
with its communist dictatorship the most powerful in the region at the time it has
struggled ever since to overcome the transition to democracy and to become a full time
member of the western democratic community of states this book provides a contextual
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analysis of the romanian constitutional system with references to the country s
troubled constitutional history and to the way in which legal transplantation has been
used the constitution s grey areas as well as the gap between the written constitution
and the living one will also be explained through the prism of recent events that cast
a negative shadow upon the democratic nature of the romanian constitutional system the
first chapters present a brief historical overview and an introduction to romanian
constitutional culture as well as to the principles and general features of the 1991
constitution the chapters which follow explain the functioning of the institutions and
their interrelations parliament the president the government and the courts the
constitutional court has a special place in the book as do local government and the
protection of fundamental rights the last chapter refers to the mechanisms and
challenges of constitutional change and development

Administrative law in Romania 2005-01-01
derived from kluwer s multi volume corporate acquisitions and mergers the largest and
most detailed database of m a know how available anywhere in the world this work by a
highly experienced team of lawyers from the leading international law firms kinstellar
sparl and soter partners provides a concise practical analysis of current law and
practice relating to mergers and acquisitions of public and private companies in
romania the book offers a clear explanation of each step in the acquisition process
from the perspectives of both the purchaser and the seller key areas covered include
structuring the transaction due diligence contractual protection consideration and the
impact of applicable company competition tax intellectual property environmental and
data protection law on the acquisition process corporate acquisitions and mergers is an
invaluable guide for both legal practitioners and business executives seeking a
comprehensive yet practical analysis of mergers and acquisitions in romania equivalent
analyses of m a law and practice in some 50 other jurisdictions all contributed by
leading law firms are accessible on line at kluwerlawonline com under corporate
acquisitions and mergers

Romania Business Law Handbook Strategic Information and
Basic Laws 1987
this book aims to offer an overview of the romanian industrial relations law
emphasizing its particularities within the other european systems and the effects of
the recent integration in european union it is the first publication to offer a
thorough discussion of romanian industrial relations law

Romania Business Law Handbook 1996
this study traces the romanian communist regime s attempts to extinguish private
property in housing the author analyzes the homeowners resistance through law the
subsequent remaking of private property and the hybrid legal culture of property in
early communist romania

Romanian Public Law 2016-11-11
anitta m hipper examines to what extent and under what conditions the eu s
transformative power met with resistance in romania the book touches upon a raw nerve
for most post communist societies justice and anti corruption reform through the use of
a context sensitive approach it assesses how domestic factors influenced the
implementation of eu conditionality towards romania from 1990 to 2012 empirical
investigations reveal a struggle between various interested parties in complying with
eu conditionality as a result a complex layer of non compliance emerged and it became a
herculean task to ensure the sustainability of reform by reformist forces within
romania and the eu

Romania Law Digest for Foreign Investors 2016-04-21
derived from kluwer s multi volume corporate acquisitions and mergers the largest and
most detailed database of m a know how available anywhere in the world this work by
highly experienced partners in the leading international law firm kinstellar sparl
soter partners provides a concise practical analysis of current law and practice
relating to mergers and acquisitions of public and private companies in romania the
book offers a clear explanation of each step in the acquisition process from the
perspectives of both the purchaser and the seller key areas covered include structuring
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the transaction due diligence contractual protection consideration and the impact of
applicable company competition tax intellectual property environmental and data
protection law on the acquisition process corporate acquisitions and mergers is an
invaluable guide for both legal practitioners and business executives seeking a
comprehensive yet practical analysis of mergers and acquisitions in romania equivalent
analyses of m a law and practice in some 50 other jurisdictions all contributed by
leading law firms are accessible on line at kluwerlawonline com under corporate
acquisitions and mergers

Feudal Institutions as Revealed in the Assizes of Romania
2019-11-22
a general introduction covering historical background definitions sources of law and
theeffect of international private law is followed by a discussion of such aspects as
types offormation capital shares management control liquidation mergers takeovers
holdingcompanies subsidiaries and taxation big companies various types of smaller
entities and partnerships are all covered in turn these details are presented in such a
way thatreaders who are unfamiliar with specific terms and concepts in varying contexts
will fullygrasp their meaning and significance

The Constitution of Romania 2007
guide for romanian and german labour law basics of the employment relationship for
employers employees and other people interested in the matter

Corporate Acquisitions and Mergers in Romania 2019-08-22

Romanian Industrial Relations Law 2015-04-20

Subverting Communism in Romania 2022-03-21

Beyond the Rhetorics of Compliance 1995

Corporate Acquisitions and Mergers in Romania 2001-03

Law on Banking Activity 1983

Romania Business Law Handbook 2011

Digest of General Laws of Romania 2014-11-24

Corporations and Partnerships in Romania 2000-02

Guide for Romanian and German Labour Law

Romania Business Law Handbook
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